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Sometimes life offers second chances …Sometimes life offers second chances …

Madeline Stuart has made one too many careless mistakes at her high-powered job and is asked to take a highly
suggested vacation. 

But who could blame her scattered thinking? She’s reeling from a breakup with her long-term boyfriend and her

mother’s recent death. While trying to fill the endless hours of free time, Madeline’s curiosity is piqued when she

finds an old letter hidden in her grandmother’s antique writing desk addressed to Josephine Amaud in Comfort

Crossing.

It seems like a perfect time for a road trip to deliver the long-lost letter. What better way to keep busy?

Deserted by his big-city girlfriend because he’s a “country bumpkin," Gil Amaud, a business owner in Comfort

Crossing, Mississippi, has sworn off women…

… then he meets Madeline who needs his help. How could he refuse her? 

They soon discover the love letter was written many years ago by Josephine’s first beau, Paul, but she never received

it. While they try to unravel the mystery of how the letter ended up in the desk and work together to locate Paul,

both Gil and Madeline try to deny the attraction developing between them.
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Can a big-city woman and a small-town businessman help reunite the star-crossed lovers? And can they find a way to

put aside their differences to build a future together in this sweet, heartwarming tale of love and forgiveness?

Maybe, just maybe, a second chance is all they really need.

The star-crossed lovers from the past, Josephine and Paul, continue their romance in The Wedding in the Grove — a

crossover short story between the Comfort Crossing series and the Lighthouse Point series. Read more of their story

and visit with other characters from Comfort Crossing in the new Lighthouse Point series.

Comfort Crossing SeriesComfort Crossing Series

The Shop on Main

The Memory Box

The Christmas Cottage

The Letter

The Wedding in the Grove (crossover short story to the Lighthouse Point series)

The Christmas Scarf

The Magnolia Cafe

The Unexpected Wedding

The Lighthouse Point SeriesThe Lighthouse Point Series

Wish Upon a Shell

Wedding on the Beach

Love at the Lighthouse
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